
 

 

 

 

Emerald Coast Cyclists Web Site: http://www.eccyclists.com 

Membership: To join the ECC and receive newsletters, call John or Kathy Stamp at 850-897-6862 

President’s Line…. by  Charlie Helms 
 

 
 Welcome to 2016.  The air is chilly, and it’s getting dark before you get off work, but hey you aren’t 

shoveling snow.  We are very lucky to live in a place where winter riding is relatively comfortable.  

 As we start the new year, I would like to thank the folks that kept everything going last year.  It’s a 

familiar cast:  John and Kathy Stamp, Nate and Teri Bryan, Carmen Moore, Jim Adams, Steve Fikar, and all 

the other Board members.  There are official roles and unofficial roles, but it doesn’t really matter; these 

folks are the ‘glue’ that gives the ECC its identity.  All that said, we are always short on having enough 

people to keep up with club activities.  Please consider stepping up to help with something – it doesn’t 

matter what.  I know it’s a cliché, but the Club is us; it will be no more than what we make it. 

 A special thanks to Sam Sutton for taking on the task of ride coordinator.  Sam is taking a fresh look 

at selecting rides for the coming year, trying to accommodate a variety of preferences.  We decided to 

standardize start times to reduce any confusion.  Sam will split rides between the ‘south rides’ (near the 

bay), and ‘north rides’ (I-10 area and above).  There will be good options for both A and B riders at each 

ride.  I urge everyone to participate in as many Saturday club rides as possible so all groups have sufficient 

numbers.  It’s safer and more fun to ride together.   

 As we go through the winter, remember to wear bright colors, keep your lights charged if you ride in 

the dark, and dress in layers.  If you have ideas, questions, or concerns, please send them to 

emeraldcoastcyclists.ecc@gmail.com so we can make the club better. 

 Be careful out there,  Charlie 
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ANNUAL NEW YEAR’S DAY RIDE - 2016 
 It's that time again.  The time for our annual ECC New Year's Day ride(s).  Once again 
there will be a selection of rides of varying distances/starting and finishing at the house of Nate 
and Teri Bryan  in Niceville.  The purpose of the whole thing is to have all of the riders finish at 
about the same time so that they can enjoy a bit of hospitality at the end of their ride.  As in the 
past, participants are asked to bring a covered dish, salad, dessert, whatever.  (We never seem 
to run out of food.)  If you're bringing a hot dish it can be heated up at the house while you're 
riding.  The club will provide soft drinks.  
 The first ride will go off at 8:00 AM and do 60 miles.  The second ride will start at 9:00 AM 
and  do 36 miles.  The last ride will be a 25 minute spin through Rocky Bayou that will start at 
11:00 AM.   
 The address for the start is 336 Grove Park Drive, Niceville.  Phone number is 803-3629. 
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 ECC GENERAL MEETINGS 
 The next ECC meetings will be on 

Wednesday, January 6th, February 3rd and March 

2nd.  The location is Helen Back Again, located in 

Oak Creek Shopping Center, on Hwy 20 in 

Niceville.   

 Join us for a good meal, fellowship, and some 

cycling talk.  Find out what the ECC has in store.  

Start time is 6:30 PM.   

FLORIDA BICYCLING 
ASSOCIATION WEB SITE 

Visit the FBA web site for the latest in Florida cycling 
news.  The web site is at: 

http://www.floridabicycle.org/ 
If you want to see any additional features let them know. 

2016 Club Officers 

 President: Charlie Helms 

 Vice President:  Jim Adams 

 Secretary:  Debbie Simmons 

 Treasurer:  Peggy Helms 
 

2016 ECC Board 

 Social:   
 Bike Safety:  Steve Fikar 

 LAB Rep: John Stamp 

 FBA Rep: John Stamp 

 USA Cycling Rep:  Robb Rennie 

                     Off Road Rep:   Jennifer Talley 

 Ride Coordinator: Sam Sutton  

 PACELINE Publisher:  John Stamp 

 ECC Website:  Carmen Moore * 

 Membership:  John & Kathy Stamp 

* Individual would like to find a replacement 
 

You may notice that we have openings on the ECC 

Board.  Please let any of the Board Members know 

if you are interested in any of these.  
 

Like to cycle?  Want to promote cycling?  

Join us on our rides.  Join the Emerald Coast Cyclists.  Just fill out 

an application and send it in with the $15.00 annual dues. 
 

SHARE THE ROAD!! ! 

Share The Road license plates are available  

where you get your Florida plates. 
 

MERCHANT BENEFITS TO ECC 
MEMBERS!! 

Several local merchants offer discounts and special offers to 

current ECC members.  Merchants listed below offer a 10% 

discount on all retail merchandise (excluding bikes & sale 
items). 
 

◊ Dragon Sports     ◊ Alpine Bicycles  

◊ Bob’s Bicycles ◊ Truly Spokin’ 
◊ Big Daddy’s  
 

Dragon Sports and Bob’s Bicycles offer a 5% bike 

discount. 

And Bob’s Bicycles offers mail order price matching on 

most items.  Show your ECC membership card to get your 

discounts and remember - your membership must be current. 
 

$ 

$ 

 

Get Your 2016 Range Pass?  - What color is it? 
Do you ride on the Timberlake Pond Area, 

Ranger Camp Road, Range Road near Bluewater Bay, 
or any part of the Eglin Reservation?  You need a 
Range Pass if you ride anywhere on the Eglin 
Reservation.  It is issued starting around 1 October 
2015 will be good for 1 year from the date of 
purchase, no matter when you get it.  You can get it 
at the Jackson Guard, 107 Highway 85 North in 
Niceville.  Ask for the Fishing & Recreational Range 
Pass.  The new cost is $20.00 for 1 year.  If you qualify 
as a senior (65 and up), you can purchase the pass for 
$10.00 and it will also be good for 1 year.  By the way, 
the new Pass is paper based and will be White.  

Office hours are Mon-Thur 7:00 AM - 4:30 
PM; Friday 7:00 AM - 6:00 PM; Saturday 7:30 AM - 
12:30 PM.  Call 882-4166 if you have any questions.   

You can also get the permit by mail.  Pay by 
credit card or debit card or (no cash or checks).  The 
address is Eglin Natural Resources Branch, 107 
Highway 85 North, Niceville, FL 32578. 
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 New ECC Ride Coordinator 
By Sam Sutton 

 Hello, Happy New Year.  I am your new ride captain for this year.  When I took this position 

this year, I made it clear, I wanted to make a few changes.  First, as I do like to ride up North and 

would go every week, I do not think that is fair for the local riders who don’t want to drive an hour, 

ride for 3 or 4 hours and get home about 1 to 2 o’clock.  For this reason, I plan to have 2 rides a 

month in the South end which will be limited to two locations, at least for the first 3 months, 

because of construction on North Hwy 285.   

 Those rides will be from Blue Water out to Freeport,  doing the South loop or doing the 

Black Creek Road, and out of Shalimar to Ranger Camp Road.  Rides on every other week, will 

vary from Crestview, Baker, Mossy Head, DeFuniak and Freeport.  All rides maps will be posted 

on Sunday before the ride on Facebook and the Club Web Site and can be downloaded into 

GPS’s.  
  As for rides, all rides will start at 8:30 AM until the daylight savings time change and 7:30 

AM after.  The A Group will ride between 60 to 70 miles, the B Group will be 40 to 50 somewhat 

flat miles.  The C group still will plan their own rides, but can ride a portion of the B group rides if 

they desire.    

 There are few rules other than wear a helmet, no ear buds, and get a high wattage rear 

daylight tail light if possible (less than $20.00).  Also, if you are not a member of the club, you 

will be required to sign a release of liability.    We really would like you to join the club… 

 Lastly,   “Let’s be safe out there”    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

TIME TO RENEW YOUR ECC MEMBERSHIP FOR 2016 
 ECC annual membership runs from January through December.  Get a head start on 2016 by 

renewing now!  You can also find the latest ECC membership roster on the ECC website. 

If you download the Paceline from the website there is a list of current members on the website.  

There is an application available on the website at “www.eccyclists.com”.  How do you fix this 

situation?  It’s easy - just fill out the membership application and mail it to the ECC P.O. Box listed on 

the application.  You can then share in all the benefits of membership - prizes; increased speed and 

stamina in your cycling endeavors; a chance to personally attend the next Tour de France; an invitation to 

join an internationally famous cycling team, etc.  Well, at least you will receive discounts at bike shops. 
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5172 Stewart St 

Milton, FL 32570 

850-983-2488 

6103 Tippin Ave,Ste A 

Pensacola, FL 32504 

850-505-0092 www.trulyspokin.com 
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Leadville Mountain Bike 100, 15 Aug 2015 - 104 miles 

By Jennifer Talley 
I had looked forward for months to the two weeks before the Leadville Trail 100 race that TJ and I would 

spend in Colorado.  It was partly a little vacation, mostly acclimation to low oxygen, reunions with friends from all 
over that come to race, a lot of reconnaissance of the course, and practice riding mountain bikes in the, well, 
mountains instead of sand.  This year it turned stressful in a hurry.  We were invited to join a social ride on our first 
full day at altitude with a group riding the Monarch Crest Trail followed by the Silver Creek trail from Salida.  The 
scenery was gorgeous, the riding spectacular, and the group fun.  After a satisfying day playing on the bikes we 
headed towards “base camp” at off-season Copper Mountain Resort.  It wasn’t dark, we were not speeding, we 
were not on cell phones, and hadn’t had a thing to drink but none of that makes a difference when a mountain goat 
jumps in front of your car.  We didn’t even have time to brake or swerve before the collision.  It wasn’t enough to 
deploy the airbags but it was bad enough to destroy the front end of my Toyota.  Fortunately we had friends already 
staying in the mountains that were able to come to the rescue, mainly to get the bikes and bike rack.  The car was 
towed, and lost, and found in Colorado Springs, and towed again finally landing in a body shop in Silverthorne 
several days after the accident.  They said they’d try to get it done by the time we needed to drive it home.  Word of 
experience, if this ever happens to you, go ahead and buy a new car and sell the old one after it gets fixed.  We got 
a rental truck to transport the bikes around in the meantime and went about the business of stocking the fridge at 
the condo with all the training essentials (mostly PB&J).  I realized my cell phone was missing after the trip to the 
grocery store and used “find my iphone” to discover it on the highway.  Someone stole it!  No, it hasn’t moved.  Crap 
on a cracker I must have put it on top of the car juggling grocery bags.  Two hours of walking the highway edges 
later, TJ ran across two lanes of traffic to find it in the center medium.  Word of experience, if this ever happens to 
you, the GPS signal is the width of two highway lanes, give or take a little.  The next day, we met friends for the 
“Columbine climb” and had amazing weather and spectacular views at the top, followed by a descent where a child 
suddenly darted across the line of descending mountain bikers and straight into TJ’s front wheel.  He was described 
as bouncing twice before coming to a painful stop.  Word of experience, if this ever happens to your mountain biking 
partner, do not roll up and catch only part of the conversation between the father and the child or else you will 
assume the father is blaming TJ and will almost punch him right in the face.  Fortunately TJ’s wrist was just sprained 
and not broken and we continued with a modified training program that he could ride with his wrist in a brace.  This, 
of course, included some time off the legs to be tourists to places like Mt. Evans.  And, of course, a man ran into the 
rental truck on the highway on the way there.  Word of experience, if this ever happens to you, make it abundantly 
clear to the police officer that the man who ran into you was at fault so that the officer will give a ticket to the man 
therefore making it clear that the accident was not your fault because otherwise it may take months for the 
insurance companies to decide fault and then blame you when the man claims that you hit him.  And my watch 
broke.  When people ask me how my Colorado vacation went, I never know what to say except the race must go on! 

I was WAY less anxious about the race this year than last. TJ and I were in the same corral and we got 
there early enough to get a position about halfway in the corral and took turns at the bathroom.  Kaitlin was there to 
hold bikes and coats and take wrappers and banana peels and hydration bottles.  Fortunately it was about 10 
degrees warmer at the start than in 2014.  I couldn’t see my breathe this year which made standing there in shorts 
much more comfortable.  Before it even seemed real the shotgun had gone off and the clock countdown started.  
Back in green corral we didn’t move for at least a minute.  It took me 2 and half minutes to cross the start line.  I was 
focused on keeping my position in the line of thousands of riders and not crashing and it paid off.  Unlike last year I 
stayed on my bike all the way through the St. Kevin’s climb when you are shoulder to shoulder and wheel to wheel.  
St. Kevin’s in the shortest but steepest climb of the day.  More accurately, it is the steepest that is rideable for 
amateurs like me.  Once the steepest section is over, it stays gravel for 3 fast descents and some additional low 
grade climbing to the first checkpoint that will become the last aid station on the way home.  I made it through the 
Carter checkpoint and onto the pavement just a minute slower than last year.  

The pavement descent is fast and over quickly before pitching up again to begin the second climb of the 
day, which I separate mentally into four parts.  First is around Turquoise Lake on pavement, next is a smooth gravel 
road (Hagerman), and a rocky almost-road called Sugarloaf before the rocky Sugarloaf descent and then the 
infamous Powerline.  I traded places back and forth with TJ until he passed me on Hagerman and I didn’t see him 
again until he was descending past me on Columbine.  Scott Molnar (Pennsylvania) also passed me on Hagerman, 
bitching about the traffic back there on Kevin’s.  Photos show me in front of a line of riders climbing Hagerman to 
Sugarloaf. Lazy people that I need to learn from so I can save energy!  Ty Hall (Colorado), starting last and raising 
$5 for the Leadville Foundation for every rider he passed, made $5 passing me on Sugarloaf.  The rider behind me 
moaned about how quickly Ty had caught up to us.  I said that I considered it a win that it had taken him that long.    
I cheered him on and not long after was hailed by Joshua Ortiz (Texas).  He’s a rider we met at the race two years 
ago and, in traditional LT100 fashion, made lifetime friends.  He was going for 9 hours I knew but had started in a 
corral behind me.  I asked if he wanted to pass me and he responded that he was fine.  I told him that he 
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needed to step on it for the big buckle and told him we were on more of a 10-10:30 pace in answer to his question.  
He thanked me for the info and left me behind.  I enjoyed the Sugarloaf descent to Powerline, it had thinned out 
enough that as long as I kept up some speed and didn’t crash, I had space to maneuver the technical parts without 
feeling pressured.  The Powerline was its usual train, leave enough space from the person in front to avoid running 
them over if they crashed and follow the line beaten into the granite back and forth across tire slashing ruts worn by 
years of melting snow.  I made it through without incident, which called for a mini-celebration in my head.  Even 
though this only takes, literally, one minute of the race, it has the potential to ruin your day.  

I tried to be a wheel sucking mooch on the way from Powerline to the first aid station and was passed by 
Rebecca Rusch and her Phoenix Foundation team coming through like a runaway truck on fire.  I would end up 
swapping places with them for most of the day.  Matt lost both of his hands but is a much better descender than I 
am!  What is my excuse?  
 Pipeline aid station went smoothly with Kaitlin (Georgia) swapping out my bottles and food, taking my arm 
warmers and vest, and sending me quickly on my way.  I didn’t feel like I had any aggression or fight in me to keep 
on the passing wheels from Pipeline to the Twin Lakes Dam and felt the first twinges of muscle cramps in my quads.  
Adding to that, the rocks bounced my second water bottle out of its cage and I was worried about getting behind on 
hydration.  I still managed a faster time in the single-track than 2014 and at least didn’t get passed by anyone super 
impatient.  This portion of the course is the “flattest” with still more than 2K feet of climbing.  I almost screwed up the 
turn into the Twin Lakes Dam by going too wide and buzzed support crew tables.  After a sarcastic spectator 
comment on my “nice turn”, I recovered enough to catch a little air on a bump and headed through the screaming 
crowd over the pasture to our crew tent.  The leaders, a pack of 5, were already headed home, they were either 
much faster than last year or I was much slower.  Turns out they broke the course record which now stands at less 
than 6 hours.  

Mary and Linda (Georgia) were at the base of Columbine for another bottle swap and more food while I 
relieved myself in the sagebrush and with a nice push from Linda I was on my way up the third climb.  I felt like total 
crap. I considered turning around and going back down.  Quitting.  That urge always comes in long races, 
sometimes multiple times.  My quads were cramping often and I was so nauseated it took amazing willpower to 
chew and swallow food I knew I needed to get and keep down in my stomach.  I pushed through the urge to throw in 
the towel and throw up and continued climbing towards tree line.  I managed to cheer John Schwab (Florida) as he 
descended looking smooth and relaxed and gunning for his 9 hour buckle.  

Columbine, mentally, is three sections.  The first 7 miles or so is gravel road that really is not that steep or 
technical in any way other than the lack of oxygen.  Then you hit the goat trail, which is loose and rocky and where 
people of my fitness level start walking.  At this point you don’t really have a choice to walk or ride, you do whatever 
the people in front of you are doing.  There is a constant stream of riders coming down on one side of the road and 
bumper cars of people pushing bikes up on the other side of the road.  Occasionally someone heading up or down 
would try and pass and dart into the middle line.  It's always a risk I’m not willing to take, that someone else will have 
the same thought at the same place going the other direction and end your day and race.  You reach the peak 
altitude of the race before the turnaround. It’s a cruel mental trick for the riders.  You get to ride at the top and 
descend to the aid station only to climb back out again.  Portions of this I walked like Frankenstein’s monster, 
straight legged, hoping the quad cramps would ease up soon because I couldn’t bend my knees any longer and it 
would be difficult to pedal a bike in that condition.  At the top my appetite had returned but only for watermelon and I 
ate as many pieces as I could as fast as I could while getting a water bottle refill.  Jennifer Summers (Pennsylvania) 
passed me shouting encouragement before I left the watermelon table behind and started the white-knuckle 
descent.  My brakes were loud and annoying but they kept working all the way down.  I’m not a fast descender on 
gravel switchbacks but I gained a minute or so on my 2014 time. 

I was now in last place again of our merry little band of misfits.  Jennifer Summers was still getting her aid 
from Mary and Linda and it would be the last time I saw her until climbing Sugarloaf.  Repeating the “flat” section of 
the course was more difficult this year.  I accomplished the single track without blundering off my bike and should 
have felt good about that.  I confess that the only thoughts absorbing my mind were the pain of the final 26 miles 
coming up.  I just didn’t want to hurt anymore and I wanted to stop at Pipeline. Quitting.  That ugly thought reared its 
head for the second time that day. Seriously, why was I doing this?  Why was I putting myself through this?  And I 
had HOURS left to go to finish.  Who cares about a belt buckle?  Apparently I do.  I convinced myself that I was 
hitting the checkpoints at similar times as last year and that gave me an extra hour to finish before the 12 hour 
cutoff.  I did not need to PR and it would hurt less if I went slower.  Besides, when friends fly out from Georgia to 
stand around all day and hand you bottles and food you really need to follow through on your commitment to keep 
pedaling until you no longer can.  Yes, it is quite a luxury not to have to fight for attention at the official aid stations 
but the greatest benefit to having friends there is the mental boost.  I’m excited to reach them and can’t wait to see 
them again.  On one of the rocky climbs I found the bottle that had bounced out on the way to the Dam, which was 
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nice as I had lost another one.  I stopped and scooped it off the trail.  It was hot and tasted like dust and plastic but I 
took it as a good omen in any case. 

With maybe at least half convinced to keep going I pulled into Pipeline.  Kaitlin now had Mary and Linda for 
company, as they were able to pull up stakes once I had left them at the base of Columbine.  I lubed my chain, I ate 
a turkey and cheese sandwich, I drank a soda, I took a few minutes to breathe.  Kaitlin kept backing away afraid I 
was going to throw up on her.  According to Linda my appreciation of their efforts does not come through in the 
moment because apparently the only thing I say is “give me a rice krispie”.  I’m sure I told them I would see them at 
the finish line.  I took energy with me I didn’t know I had left.  My friends were waiting for me at the finish line, let's 
get this thing done and over with!  I slow pedaled as much as possible in the guaranteed headwind from Pipeline to 
the base of Powerline.  I hid from the wind on any wheels I could find but it never fails that people cramp or speed 
off, or alternate between the two.  I rode more of the bottom of Powerline than last year and as I walked along with 
the other zombie riders at least I was not crying the entire way up like last year.  My stomach was surprisingly well 
behaved, the food was staying down and no cramping.  At the top of the Powerline section I got back on my bike, 
pessimistic about how long I would stay there before having to walk.  Last year between fatigue and belly cramps I 
walked most of Sugarloaf.  This year was miraculously different; I rode 90% of it!  I was as surprised as the other 
walking racers I passed who asked what was in my bottles.  Most people were extremely polite when I would call out 
“rider” or “excuse me”.  I lost my temper at one person who did not get out of the way and seemed oblivious to the 
presence of anyone else.  I also passed Jennifer Summers who said she was finished.  I told her we were NOT at 
the finish line yet and to keep it up.  She assured me she’d make it, eventually.  I will say that the descent down 
Sugarloaf has beat me up for the last time.  That rocky descent is WAY more comfortable on a full suspension and 
plenty of those passed me on the way down.  

The pavement climb back up around Turquoise Lake always sucks.  It was hot and boring and steep and felt 
like it would never end.  It is only 3 miles but I could barely turn the granny gear and kept hoping that the aid station 
was around every corner.  A spectator shot water into my mouth from a bottle and gave me “a little push from 
heaven”.  I am not a religious person, but I did feel as if the tail wind also picked up and helped push me up that last 
section.  And finally Carter aid station, which only allows official aid.  I scrambled to get a water bottle refill and 
headed for the watermelon.  Only to discover that my body and stomach had decided to hate watermelon, it was 
disgusting!  Oh but oranges, sweet tangy orange wedges were more than acceptable and I gobbled as many as I 
could handle before heading into the woods to face the last of the course.  I rolled away with some guys who were 
asking if the climbing was now over.  I told them that we still faced what I call the three bitches before the final 
descent and then of course the boulevard.  After the last aid station and checkpoint you have to face three short but 
sharp pitches up before the fun descent down St. Kevin’s.  Last year I ended up walking two of them because I 
didn’t have the leg strength left to climb.  This year they were my bitches! I climbed all three with no issues passing 
other walking racers.  I had a solid descent and had enough energy to pound out the flat pavement with a tailwind 
before hitting the boulevard.  The boulevard is the last section of dirt road before hitting town and adding insult to 
injury it was uphill.  The entrance to the boulevard was rocky and steeply pitched.  I’m getting tired of saying this 
BUT last year I walked it from exhaustion.  This year I climbed it relatively easily and told myself that it was time to 
leave it all out there.  I didn’t have much left to leave, but I tried to tackle it the best I could and before I knew it I was 
over the last final hill into town and headed towards the cheering crowds.  There is not a feeling like it in the world to 
cross the finish line after a very long day and I will be chasing that high again and again. 

 

Fools Gold, 19 Sep 2015, Dahlonega, Georgia - 105 miles 
By Jennifer Talley 

This race taught me a valuable lesson about taking finish lines for granted.  I did not stress out about this 
race.  I had completed it last year with inflamed knees and figured I could easily conquer it this year.  We had once 
again forgotten headlamps and therefore had to complete drop bags and race prep in the dark the morning of the 
race.  TJ and I decided to again ride together for this event as we had done last year.  The weather turned out to be 
perfect, cool for the rollout but quickly warming up on the 17 mile climb up to winding stair gap.  I immediately fell 
behind the front group.  My quads were tired from my week’s workouts and I wasn’t climbing well or fast and didn’t 
make the first aid station for almost 2 hours.  TJ said he’d been there for about 5 minutes and after a quick water 
and food refill we rolled out.  The descent of winding stair was a little more eroded than I remembered but the 
switchbacks were just as tight on loose gravel and I took them carefully.  The first sections of singletrack trail were 
fun and fast and flowing and I had a blast!  I arrived at the second aid station just a couple minutes ahead of TJ and 
we rolled out together.  

The Bull Mountain loop was difficult and it took me an hour and a half to complete with short steep rooty 
sections that required walking up and descents that required caution.  I arrived at aid station 3 (same as aid station 
2) and refueled. TJ was 10 minutes behind me and said he wasn’t feeling well.  I assumed he’d shake it off as 
he usually does and we took off for aid station 4.  Unfortunately TJ really wasn’t feeling well.  I waited for 25 
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minutes, getting more and more worried.  When he finally came out of the woods he said he was going to quit and 
head back.  He told me to continue.  I didn’t know at this point whether I could make the next check point.  Honestly 
I’m going to admit that I didn’t know exactly when it was.  I hadn’t bothered to memorize it.  I was paying the penalty 
for over confidence and under preparation.  

From this point on I was on familiar ground at least as this year’s course was a 50 mile loop completed 
twice.  However, my spatial mapping skills are not the best and I could sometimes still be surprised.  I arrived at the 
cooler stop and the lady there only knew that I had made it to that point in time.  I pounded my two cold V8s and 
took off.  I stopped twice to figure out what the tinging was in my back wheel, afraid I had broken a spoke.  I couldn’t 
see anything obviously wrong and hoped for a mechanic at the next aid station.  I had almost convinced myself I 
had missed the checkpoint time, partly hoping that I had and could therefore stop.  I forgot to swap bottles at the 
cooler stop and my bottles were completely empty.  Not only were my legs tired and I was thirsty but my shoulders 
and forearms and hands were cramping and felt swollen and bruised.  I wasn’t sure how much more singletrack my 
upper body could take and after the next aid station it was mostly trail.  Turned out I was 20 minutes ahead of the 
checkpoint time, and while the mechanic fortunately found the problem with my bike and got it sorted I refueled and 
hopped back on.  Though maybe not so much hopped as staggered.  Hopped implies a kind of energy that I 
definitely wasn’t feeling at that point.  

I got stuck behind two cars down winding stair gap.  I sucked their dust and slowed down, not sure whether 
they didn’t know or care that I could descend the roads faster than they and either way they didn’t let me pass even 
as I yelled at them.  The river crossing contained an extra obstacle during the second lap, several drunk rednecks 
that had parked their truck in the river and let their dog out to run around.  At least they cheered me on as they sat 
on the tailgate drinking beer.  I felt all alone in the woods for a while until a biker caught up to me.  I asked if he 
wanted to pass.  He told me no, that he was the sweeper.  I was last place. I’d never been in dead last before and I 
have to admit my vanity and pride were a little hurt.  Technically he said there were people behind me but they were 
considered rogue, continuing the ride even if they were officially cut.  I asked if he knew when the next time 
checkpoint was, he didn’t know, and I cycled onwards.  I had a minor victory moment when I passed two riders very 
close to the checkpoint.  This was swiftly followed by dejection when I pulled up to the aid station and was told I was 
15 minutes late.  

I asked if they’d let me try and make it up.  I had an hour and 12 minutes to complete the singletrack loop 
and get back before the next time cutoff.  If I could do that, would they reestablish me in the race?  The official said 
he would if the sweeper was ok riding behind me.  I took off as fast as possible given the condition of my tired limbs.  
I knew this was futile but I felt like I had to make the attempt.  I hate that “what if” feeling later, haunted by the 
thoughts “if I just would have” or “maybe if I had tried”.  I pounded through the flat sections and ran up the technical 
sections.  The sweeper had to stop and help a guy with a flat and I pushed on even harder.  The descents coming 
up were tricky, bumpy and rocky and rooty with drops and erosion in places where it was hard to see a line at all 
and my forearms were cramping but I was hoping I could just hang on for another half hour.  That is when my seat 
dropper post stopped working.  

A seat dropper does exactly what it sounds like, drops your seat out of the way.  The roadies reading this 
are probably scratching their heads at this point so I’ll take a tangent and the mountain bikers can rejoin the 
narrative at the next paragraph.  Mountain biking riding requires almost the opposite positioning from road biking.  
Which was why I was so incredibly bad at it at first and I’m only marginal at it now, coming as I did from a roadie 
background.  In road biking your ass stays on the seat and you and the bike move together.  In mountain biking you 
stay stable and dance the bike under and around you. It’s called bike-body separation.  Dropping your seatpost into 
the frame gets your saddle out of the way to allow more movement of the bike side to side and forwards to 
backwards.  This is very important for descending anything technical.  Without my seat dropped I was significantly 
slower on the descents. 

My right knee also started talking to me.  It was saying that it had had enough of this crap and wanted to go 
home and be iced down.  Knowing that even if I made the next time check I had 20 miles left to bike I needed to 
stop pushing so hard on the ascents if I was going to avoid longer lasting pain in the joint.  I told myself to take the 
long view, that my race season wasn’t finished yet, that I needed my knees in November.  I therefore slowed down 
on the uphills.  As you can probably guess, I did not make it in time.  I did shave about 15 minutes off of my loop 
time from the first lap but it just wasn’t enough.  They offered me a ride back and I took it along with another fellow 
cut rider.  After 10 hours of cranking the pedals over more than 80 miles I was forced to take the ride of shame back 
to the finish line.  I watched a handful of racers ride under the finish arch.  I was an addict deprived of my finish line 
fix.  Any sense of accomplishment and relief was supplanted by bitter disappointment.  I can, however, take comfort 
that I did not quit and went the extra several miles in a futile effort to avoid being forced to quit.  This race and I have 
a reckoning coming next year, please stay tuned. 
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MOUNTAIN BIKE TIME TRIALS 

   The Off Road Time Trials will be held on third Sundays - January 17th, 
February 21st and March 20th at 9:00 AM.  They will be broken down into age groups 
similar to those for the road Time Trials.  The course is more technical than last year's 
course.  The distance is 7.1 miles.  To get to the starting point ride into the Ranger 
Camp trail head approximately .2 of a mile until you cross the sandy jeep road.  The 
starting point is the entrance back into the woods at that point.  This year’s course will 
be a modification of the course used last year.     

The rules for the Time Trial are as follows:  1. One single lap.  2. Stay on the 
course, NO cutting corners (this is for fun and it is run on the honor system -- also, we 
have planted hunters who are encouraged to bag riders who stray too far off course).  
3. If you come upon an obstacle and it has a bypass or bailout point you can use it.  4. 
If you are caught on the trail by a faster rider you must yield to allow him/her to pass.  
(We will make every effort to start the faster riders first.)  5.  Most important, mountain 
biking is inherently dangerous as we all know.  So if you encounter a rider who has 
crashed offer/render assistance to him/her.  Ride off only after you know they are OK. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Seven riders came out in October to challenge the clock for the final 10 mile road time trial of 

2015.  It was a clear, sunny (81
o
) fall day.  There was virtually no wind.  Daniel Vu and Mike Radford led 

the way.  The results were: 

Name       Age       Time  Mph           Name              Age   Time       Mph 
Charlie Helms            55       24:46  24.2         Robb Rennie   61   26:06       23.0 

Daniel Vu       31       22:19     26.9         Jim Conway   70   27:44       21.6         

Jade Parker       30         28:40  20.9            Mike Radford      58   22:45       26.4 

Walt Mirth       48       24:37  24.3          
  

 

 

 

 

Final Third Thursday Time Trial 

(Road) 
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Nine riders came out in October for the first off-road time trial of the season.  It was a clear, sunny (57
o
) day 

with dry conditions.  The course (7.1 miles) features more of a technical challenge than last year.  Scott Ewing and 

Bill Magboo led the way.  The results were: 

Name       Age         Time  Mph           Name           Age Time        Mph 
Scott Ewing            58       31:20  13.6        Bill Magboo           51 31:56       13.3 

Spence Cocanour      43       34:03     12.5        Mike Weisz           67 33:25       12.8         

Mike Bolza *       44          34:29  12.4            John Lilly            52 33:40       12.7 

Mike Bagent *       59       33:28  12.37        Will Catoe            10 50:06         8.5 

Gregg Graham       36       42:08  10.1        * Single Speed         
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Off Road Time Trial 

Five riders came out in November for the off road trial.  It was a clear, cool, and sunny (46
o
) day 

with slightly damp and soft trail conditions.  Scott Ewing led the way.  The results were: 

Name     Age        Time         Mph             Name         Age       Time       Mph 
Scott Ewing          58      32:27         13.1        Chris Lulei         42         33:20      12.8 

Mike Weisz     67      33:23         12.8        John Lilly *         52         33:59      12.5         

Mike Bagent *        59          34:04         12.5        * Single Speed            

  
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 

Date, Time Route 
Distance   

Group Meeting Location 

1 JAN, 0800, 
0900, 1100 

New Years Day Ride 
60, 36, 12 

miles      A, B, 
C 

Start is at 336 Grove Park Drive, Niceville.  Rides depart at 8:00 AM, 9:00 AM 
and 11:00 AM.  Distances include 60, 36 and 12 miles.  Join us for some fine 
food afterwards.  Please bring a favorite dish to share with other riders.  See 
Paceline. 

2 JAN, 0900 Freeport South Loop 
38/42/46/70 
miles     A, B 

Park behind the What-a-Burger in BWB.  Ride goes east on Hwy 20 to Freeport 
and return (38 miles); Hwy 20 to CR 83A through Hammock Bay to Freeport & 
return via Hwy 20 (42 miles); Hwy 20 to CR 83A south loop to Freeport & return 
via Hwy 20 (46 miles).  Add trip to Black Creek Road (70  miles).  

9 JAN, 0830 
Shalimar - Ranger 

Camp Road 
55/44/34           

miles     A, B 

A and B groups can add or subtract miles as the group chooses.  Park at 
Rocco’s Sub Shop, 1191 Eglin Pkwy, Shalimar, FL.  Ride to Ranger Camp 
Road; do RCR as desired; return to Rocco's.  Make sure you have your Range 
Pass and a photo ID. 

16 JAN, 0830 DeFuniak - Knox Hill 
70/55/40           

miles    A, B 

Park beside the CVS, at the corner of Bob Sikes Rd and Hwy 331.  This will be 
a ride out to Knox Hill.  Mileage will vary: 40 miles for 1 loop, 55 for 2 and 70 for 
3 loops.  

 23 JAN, 0830  Freeport South Loop 
38/42/46/70 
miles     A, B 

Park behind the What-a-Burger in BWB.  Ride goes east on Hwy 20 to Freeport 
and return (38 miles); Hwy 20 to CR 83A through Hammock Bay to Freeport & 
return via Hwy 20 (42 miles); Hwy 20 to CR 83A south loop to Freeport & return 
via Hwy 20 (46 miles).  Add trip to Black Creek Road (70  miles).  

30 JAN, 0830 
Crestview - Laurel Hill 

- Baker 
40/70 miles      

A, B 

Park at Twin Hills Park near the Gym.  Twin Hills Park is ~1 mile east of Hwy 85 
& Hwy 90 junction.  Turn right into Twin Hills Park.  Route can be 40-70 miles. 

6 FEB, 0830 Ranger Camp Road 
38/76 miles      

A, B, C 

Park at the entrance of Ranger Camp Road.  Mileage can vary from 17 to 27/38 
or 76 miles.   Make sure you have your Range Pass and a photo ID. 

13 FEB, 0830 Mossy Head - Argyle 
60-70 miles      

A, B 

Park in the field behind the basketball court of the Mossy Head Community 
Center, located approximately 2 miles east of the Hwy 285 & 90 junction.  
Shorter routes available.       

20 FEB, 0830 Freeport South Loop 
38/42/46/70 
miles     A, B 

Park behind the What-a-Burger in BWB.  Ride goes east on Hwy 20 to Freeport 
and return (38 miles); Hwy 20 to CR 83A through Hammock Bay to Freeport & 
return via Hwy 20 (42 miles); Hwy 20 to CR 83A south loop to Freeport & return 
via Hwy 20 (46 miles).  Add trip to Black Creek Road (70  miles).  

27 FEB, 0830 
Baker - Berrydale             

- Holt 
42/57 miles       

A, B 

Park in the rear parking lot (near the ball field) of Baker High School at 1369 
14th St, Baker, FL 32531.  This is a 60 mile intermediate to fast paced ride 
through the Blackwater Forest to Holt and return.  Shorter and longer options 
are available. 

5 MAR, 0830 Freeport - Knox Hill 
70 miles               

A, B 

Park behind the What-a-Burger in BWB.  Ride goes east on Hwy 20 to Freeport 
and return (38 miles); Hwy 20 to CR 83A through Hammock Bay to Freeport & 
return via Hwy 20 (42 miles); Hwy 20 to CR 83A south loop to Freeport & return 
via Hwy 20 (46 miles).  Go up Hwy 81 and get 70  miles.  

12 MAR, 0730 
Mossy Head - Mary's 

Loop options 
70 miles                

A, B 

Park in the field behind the basketball court of the Mossy Head Community 
Center, located approximately 2 miles east of the Hwy 285 and 90 junction.  
Little Mary's loop to Middle Mary's loop to Big Mary's loop and returning on Hwy 
90.  There will be several option for longer or shorter loops. 

19 MAR, 0730 Ranger Camp Road 
100 miles        
A, B, C 

Park at the entrance of Ranger Camp Road.  Mileage can vary from 17, 27, 38, 
76 or 100 miles.   Make sure you have your Range Pass and a photo ID. 

26 MAR, 0730 DeFuniak - Knox Hill 
70/55/40     

miles     A, B 

Park beside the CVS, at the corner of Bob Sikes Rd and Hwy 331.  This will be 
a ride out to Knox Hill.  Mileage will vary: 40 miles for 1 loop, 55 for 2 and, 70 for 
3 loops. 

2 APR, 0730 
Hammock Bay - Knox 

Hill or Ebro 
60, 47, 33, 
miles   A, B 

Park at the Freeport Regional Sports Complex at Hammock Bay.  Drive 1.5 
miles south on Great Hammock Bend, make a left turn to Victory Blvd, drive 
~half a mile, parking will be on your left near the baseball fields.  Hwy 81 to 
Knox Hill - 60 miles.  Hwy 20 (or Black Creek Rd) to Ebro - 44 miles.      

9 APR, 0730 Freeport South Loop 
38/42/46/70 
miles     A, B 

Park behind the What-a-Burger in BWB.  Ride goes east on Hwy 20 to Freeport 
and return (38 miles); Hwy 20 to CR 83A through Hammock Bay to Freeport & 
return via Hwy 20 (42 miles); Hwy 20 to CR 83A south loop to Freeport & return 
via Hwy 20 (46 miles).   Add trip to Black Creek Road (70 miles).  

 

PLEASE REMEMBER ALL 

RIDERS MUST WEAR A 

HELMET AND NO 

MUSIC DEVICES!!! 
 

Local Road Ride Scale 
 
Pace Group Speed (mph) 

Fast A 20+  
Intermediate B 16–18, No drop 
Moderate/Casual C 15 or less, No drop 

 

Jan/Feb/Mar Ride Schedule 
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Emerald Coast Cyclists 

P.O. Box 592 
Niceville, FL 32588 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

Every Saturday at 8:00 or 9:00 AM, there will be a ride from Truly Spokin’ in Milton, FL.  The ride starts at the bike 

trail.  Distances and speeds vary – with trips through the Blackwater Forest.  For more info, contact Mark Woolson at 

“trulyspokin.com” or call (850) 983-2488. 
 

Tuesdays at 4:45 PM and 5:00 PM at Ranger Camp Road just off Lewis Turner Blvd.  The more moderate ride starts 

at 4:45 PM and the faster ride starts at 5:00 PM.  Distances range from 17 to 39 miles.  Make sure you have your Range 

Pass and a photo ID with you.  Make sure you have your Range Pass and a photo ID. 
 

** First Third Thursday Road Time Trial of 2016 – March 17
th

.  Meet at the beginning of Ranger Camp Road.  The 

Time Trials will start roughly 1/3 mile beyond where the cars are parked and go to the top of 5-mile hill then reverse 

course to the start point (a total of 10 miles).  For details call John Stamp at 897-6862.  First rider departs promptly at 

5:01 PM.  Make sure you have your Range Pass and a photo ID. 
 

** Third Sunday Off Road Time Trials – January 17
th

, February 21
st
 and March 20

th
.  To get to the starting point, 

ride into the Ranger Camp trail head approximately .2 of a mile until you cross the sandy jeep road.  The starting point is 

the entrance back into the woods at that point.  Make sure you have your Range Pass and a photo ID. 

 

  
 

 
 

  In Memory Of Sean Livesay  

“Most people never run far enough on their first wind to find out they’ve got a second.   

Give your dreams all you’ve got and you’ll be amazed at the energy that comes out of you.” 

--William James 
 

www.eccyclists.com 

More Rides!!  (Please note that the rides sponsored by the ECC are indicated by **) 

 
 

http://www.eccyclists.com/

